Cape Town Convention Academic Project – 3rd Conference

9th and 10th September 2014

The Cube, Law Faculty St Cross Building, Oxford University

PROGRAMME

Tuesday 9th September

11.30am Registration and coffee

12 noon Update on UK ratification process
    Hayley Gowan (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills)

1pm Buffet lunch

2.15 pm CTC and treaty compliance
    Jeffrey Wool (AWG, Freshfields and University of Washington)

    Comment: Charles Mooney (University of Pennsylvania) and Ludwig Weber (McGill University)

3.45pm Tea

4pm Relation between Article 31 of EU Regulation 44/2001 and the CTC
    Alan McCarthy and Marie O’Brien (A&L Goodbody)

    Comment: Anna Veneziano (UNIDROIT)

5.30pm Opportunity to book into accommodation

6.15pm Drinks, followed by dinner (7.15) at Harris Manchester College.
**Wednesday 10th September**

9.00am  Coffee

9.30am  *Detailed Analysis of the De-registration and Export Provisions*

  David Walton (Aircastle); Dean Gerber (Vedder Price)

  **Comment:** Donald Gray (Blakes)

11am  Coffee

11.15am  *CTC and International Research and Information Systems*

  Ruth Bird (University of Oxford); Kyle Brown and Penny Hazelton (University of Washington)

12.40pm  *Comment on paper from last year’s conference on the relationship between the CTC and national law*

  Bryan Havel (Distinguished Research Professor of Law, De Paul University)

1pm  Buffet lunch

2pm  *Rail IR and national systems of rail registration*

  Peter Bloch (US Department of Transportation) and Martin Fleetwood (Brevan Brittan)

  **Comment:** Howard Rosen (Howard Rosen, solicitors)

3.30pm  Tea

3.45pm  *Space Protocol and international space-related law*

  Mark Sundahl, Cleveland State University

  **Comment:** Souichirou Kozuka (Professor of Law at Gakushuin University Law Faculty, Tokyo)

5.15pm  Closing remarks

**More information and registration:**

[http://www.law.ox.ac.uk/event=12338](http://www.law.ox.ac.uk/event=12338)
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